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Ficha viaje

PARAGLIDING - TANDEM FLIGHT IN MADEIRA ISLAND

If you never tried paragliding, than Madeira is just the right place
to experience this great adventure! No need for experience, you fly
together with an qualified pilot.Fly over Madeira’s highest cliffs
and over the deep blue Ocean…while enjoying this breathtaking
moment!

A case to say: the sky is the limit!

Itinerario ampliado

An incredible experience for the more adventures and fearless!  With this tandem-flight, you fly
together with an experienced and qualified pilot, making this a simple and safe experience you will
never forget!

Just sit back, relax and enjoy the views during this approximatively 20 minutes unforgettable flight.

Transfer for person not flying: 25 euros per person.

HOW IT WORKS:

First of all you get equipped and then the pilot gives you a small briefing about the safety rules and
what you have to do. Then you get prepared for the star-off, by getting into position already \"hocked
up\" with the pilot; then, when the right point comes (depending on the wind), you start a short run
and in no time you take-off! After an aprox. 20 minutes flight, over the cliffs and sea, you get ready
for the landing, where you also have to be prepared for a short run as soon as you touch the floor.

 But no worries! It\'s really easy and lots of fun! :)

- Everyday, under request.
- Confirmation only within 24 hours.
- Flights are always in the afternoon.
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PARAGLIDING - TANDEM FLIGHT IN MADEIRA ISLAND / 15028

Action Zone:
- Calheta.

Flight duration:
- Aprox. 20 to 25 minutes, depending on weather conditions.

Includes:
- Free transfer when 2 flying.

Important to bring: - Long and comfortable trousers; sport shoes or hiking boots; light jacket.

Limitations:

- Dependent on favorable weather conditions.
- Max. weight: 95kg.
- In case it is not possible to fly on the scheduled day, we charge 10€ for the transfer only (if
aplicable) and return the rest of the money back or schedule a new appointment

Incluido

No Incluido

Hoteles
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